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entrée Modify Cost Markup Utility
Cost Mark-up Overview:
The cost mark-up feature allows distributors to add an overhead or burden factor to the cost of
an item.
• If a cost mark-up is defined, the base cost of the item will become locked and
automatically maintained by entrée.
•

The cost markup may be entered using a dollar amount or a percentage value.

•

The base cost of the item when using a dollar amount cost markup is derived using the
formula: Real Cost + Freight Rate + Cost Mark-Up

•

The base cost of the item when using a percentage amount cost markup is derived using
the formula: (Real Cost + Freight Rate) x (Cost Mark-Up / 100)

The Inventory Maintenance Cost/Price tab displayed below is the information that will be
updated with the new Modify Cost Markup Utility.
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Modify Cost Markup Utility Overview:
This new utility provides the means for updating the Cost Mark-Up value
either on all items in your inventory or can be restricted to items in a
specified class.
Options are provided to take the updated
Base Cost value produced by the markup
change and recalculate Level Pricing and
customer Special Prices.
Use menu path: System >
Cost / Price Utilities > Modify Cost Markup

At the top of the Modify Cost Markup dialog box select the items to modify:
• Apply to all items
•

Apply to all items in class
 Then select the desired class from the drop down menu.

You have two markup options:
• Change markup by dollar amount
•

Change markup percentage

Both options provide you with the ability to:
• Increase the markup by a specific dollar amount or percentage value.
•

Change the markup value to a new dollar amount or new percentage value.

Explanations about the option selected are displayed in the text box below.
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Options section has two choices:
• Update level prices
•

Update customer special prices

Both options can be checked if that is the update you desire.
Keep dialog open:
Check this box if you are going to perform multiple updates in this utility. Once an update is
performed it will bring you back to the Modify Cost Markup dialog box. Then to exit the dialog,
click the “X” in the upper right corner.
Cancel:
Click this button to cancel the cost mark-up change.
Preview:
The Preview button will display the Review Cost Markup Changes dialog box. This shows a list
of the items and the associated changes for you to review before initiating the actual price
updates.

Preview options in Review Cost Markup Changes:
•

Select All - By default all the items in the list will be selected. Remove check marks from
items you do not want updated.

•

Select None – Removes all check marks. Then manually you can add check marks to
the specific items you want to change.

•

Cancel – Cancels the cost markup change process.
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Apply Price Changes:
Once the desired items are selected, click the Apply Price Changes button.
The Confirm dialog box will be displayed giving you the option to print a
report containing the cost markup price change information.
•

If you click “Yes” the Re3 report printing option will be displayed.
An example of a report on updates of canned goods is displayed below.

•

If you select “No” the entrée price update process will proceed while displaying an
update “Progress” bar.
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NECS began in 1987 with its sole mission to produce top quality software for foodservice distributors. At that time,
company president, Chris Anatra had determined that the software market was severely lacking in specialized
software to address the needs of wholesale food distributors, especially those dealing with meat, seafood, produce,
cheese as well as full line distributors.
The only products available at that time were needlessly complex, difficult to use, required expensive computer
hardware costing into the six figures, and still did not meet all the needs of the foodservice distributor.
During this time period, the computer industry was beginning its move from large mainframe and minicomputer
systems, to the more economical personal computer such, as the IBM PC. Chris Anatra, president of NECS, and the
original developer of the NECS software, saw the opportunity to design a system based on the Microsoft and
networking technologies available at that time. By adapting to this new technology early, it turned out to be a brilliant
move that set NECS to become the leader in food distribution software. NECS was able to provide a comprehensive,
easy-to-use software package, at an economical price.
Adapting to new technology early, and constantly providing new features for our user base, continues to be our
company mission.
Over the years, the system has evolved into entrée®, a comprehensive Windows* application with more than 3
million lines of programming source code.
To date, almost 1,500 wholesale food distributors have decided that the NECS entrée system is the best product to
meet their demanding needs. Our large network of satisfied customers makes this decision even easier.
Foodservice distributors which run their operations on NECS computer software are more profitable and operate
more efficiently on reduced staffs. This leaves NECS with an enthusiastic user base, who readily recommends
NECS software to other wholesale food distributors.
NECS customers range in size from smaller distributors with sales revenues of a few million per year, up to
distributors with sales approaching $200 million per year. The average size NECS customer has sales of $25
million/year, and requires about 20 workstations.
*Microsoft, Windows s a registered trademarks or trademarks of the Microsoft Corporation in the United States and/or other countries.
*Intuit and QuickBooks are trademarks and service marks of Intuit Inc., registered in the United States and other countries.
entrée and NECS Food Distributing System are trademarks of NECS, Inc. in the United States and/or other countries. NECS, Inc. may have patents, patent applications, trademarks, or copyrights
covering subject matter in this document. Except as expressly provided in any written license agreement from NECS, the furnishing of this document does not give you any license to these
patents, trademarks, or copyrights.

NECS, Inc.
168 Boston Post Road Suites 6 & 7
Madison, CT 06443
Phone: 203.245.3999
Fax: 203.245.4513

www.necs.com
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